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Abstract: When related to a single and good contrast object or a laser spot, position
sensing, or sensitive, detectors (PSDs) have a series of advantages over the classical
camera sensors, including a good positioning accuracy for a fast response time and very
simple signal conditioning circuits. To test the performance of this kind of sensor for
microrobotics, we have made a comparative analysis between a precise but slow video
camera and a custom-made fast PSD system applied to the tracking of a diffuse-reflectivity
object transported by a pneumatic microconveyor called Smart-Surface. Until now, the fast
system dynamics prevented the full control of the smart surface by visual servoing, unless
using a very expensive high frame rate camera. We have built and tested a custom and low
cost PSD-based embedded circuit, optically connected with a camera to a single objective
by means of a beam splitter. A stroboscopic light source enhanced the resolution. The
obtained results showed a good linearity and a fast (over 500 frames per second) response
time which will enable future closed-loop control by using PSD.
Keywords: microrobotics; optics; optomechatronics; sensing; PSD; position sensitive
detector; smart-surface; tracking algorithm
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1. Introduction
The majority of large and micro scale robotic applications involve high dynamics trajectory control.
Rapid sensors for objects positioning are thus required, also combining high accuracy and
repeatability. These features are required to attain a precise loop control. The continuous improvement
of robotic and micro-robotic applications has been related to the design of optical sensors featuring
ever increasing performance.
In the last twenty years the video camera and its related software for image processing became a
classical sensorial system for robotics. The visual feedback for robot control is commonly termed as
Visual Servoing (VS). The early applications of VS were simple movements and pick-and-place tasks,
whereas today VS refers to advanced real-time object manipulation, substantially increasing the
flexibility of automation processes [1]. VS represents the result of confluence between important
technical areas such as image processing, kinematics and dynamics, theory of control, and real-time
computational operations [2].
In VS, the processing delay time needed to extract visual information is the major problem
especially for fast dynamic systems, a common case in micro-robotics. Moreover, if several video
cameras are required, the computation time required to solve the specific algorithms, increases
accordingly. This problem imposes the dynamic limits and the high processing unit costs of most VS
applications. According to [1], the VS systems are divided into:
(a) position-based, these systems retrieve the three dimensional information about the scene
where a known camera model is used to estimate the position and the orientation of the target
with respect to the camera coordinate system;
(b) image-based, 2D image measurements are used directly to estimate the desired movement of
the robot;
(c) “2½D” represents a combination of the previous two categories.
In [3] a typical vision-guided robot application, using a video camera integrated into a robot control
system, and a simulation platform developed under the Matlab™ environment is presented. Two
configurations were described. In the first case the video camera for image capture was mounted on the
robot end-effector, in a so-called “eye-in-hand” configuration. In the second case, the camera is fixed
at a certain place, called “eye-to-hand” configuration. The system was implemented as a simulator
before programming real time vision-guided robot applications, being typical for the deployment of
specific algorithms.
A micromanipulation robotic system which operates with micro size objects, presented in [4],
integrates a VS-based motion control. The robotic system is composed of two arms equipped with
grippers. The VS is of image-based type, and is composed of two orthogonal video cameras, one of
them with vertical axis orientation and the second one being horizontal. The system can identify,
recognize, track and control moving targets such as micro size objects manipulated on the stage.
The VS systems require complex and top performance hardware and software elements, whose
costs are accordingly high. For reasons of simplicity and cost-effectiveness, we have studied and
proposed to implement a single object motion tracking system for robotic and micro-robotic
applications, industrial or scientific, using a fast and very low cost sensor. This sensor is called a
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position sensitive (or sensing) detector (PSD) which consists of a special monolithic PIN photodiode
with several electrodes in order to achieve detection in 1D or 2D. Compared to discrete element
detectors, PSDs have many advantages including high position resolution, fast response time and very
simple signal conditioning circuits [5].
Regarding the existing PSD applications, they are quite varied, for instance aeronautics, civil
engineering, surgery, robotics, etc., all using light sources (e.g., laser, led) projected by lenses or
mirrors over the 1D or 2D surface of the PSD. For instance, an example of an application is related to
NASA spacecraft missions (e.g., spacecraft docking) [6]. An important vision-based navigation sensor
system (VISNAV) was implemented with a PSD photo-detector in the focal plane of an optical system
pointing to a set of light sources or beacons, the line of sight vector between spacecrafts being
determined under high-precision relative position conditions.
The high rate of PSD sensors inspired [7] to implement an optical complex system for the x-y
detection of elementary particles within an original nuclear microscope (Ion Electron Emission
Microscope, IEEM) developed by the SIRAD group at the Legnaro National Laboratory, Padova, Italy.
The conclusions of [7] demonstrated the practical limits of PSD versus CCD sensors, as both useful
and spurious signals were detected by the sensitive area of PSD and the calculation of the tracked
particles versus the spurious ones was an impossible task.
So far, the robotic applications have usually been designed for running repetitive and tedious tasks
in structured environments. However, there exist some complex industrial operations (e.g., grinding,
deburring, polishing, manufacturing inspection) that involve the execution of robotic tasks in
unstructured frameworks where it is essential to execute unknown trajectories [8]. The specific
sensorial systems in these cases are typically cameras or tactile sensors. The PSD is an alternate sensor
which offers the possibility to obtain the contours of unknown objects [8]. The authors implemented a
control loop in a SCARA experimental robot using a PSD sensor for following a particular shape. A
recent paper [9] reported a kinematic Kalman filter sensor fusion of a PSD with an inertial
measurement unit. The technique was applied to get a very accurate velocity and position sensing of an
industrial robotic arm end-effector.
Another application that integrated PSD was in civil structures engineering for optical recording
of the relative-story displacement during earthquakes followed by the remnant deformations
measurement of the building structure [10]. The sensor unit was composed of three PSDs and lenses
capable of measuring the relative-story displacement successfully.
A major accuracy improvement in microsurgery refers to performing the active tremor
compensation within existing robotic hands systems. The authors of [11] developed and tested such a
3D system under experimental conditions. The choice of sensorial elements again balanced the CCD
and PSD sensors. After some detailed comparative analysis, the authors of [11] considered the PSD as
a suitable sensorial element, offering high accuracy and high frequency response with low cost
and complexity.
We conclude that the potential exists for PSDs as cost-effective sensors generating continuous and
lag-free data which could be fed into PID controllers with a minimal processing in many fields of
activity. The simple conditioning circuits and algorithms can be embedded into microcontroller-based
systems, a remarkable technical feature.
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Obviously, PSD is not intended to replace all CCD cameras in VS or other technical fields, but may
find interesting alternate applications such as the one described in this paper. To test the performance
of this kind of sensor for microrobotics, we’ve made a comparative analysis between a precise
but slow video camera and a custom-made fast PSD system applied to the tracking of a
diffuse-reflectivity object transported by a microconveyor called Smart-Surface. The Smart-Surface
micro-robotic application which has been designed by the team of Yahiaoui et al. [12,13] at the MN2S
department of the FEMTO-ST Institute, France, is a micro-manipulation unit for transporting various
small planar objects using air levitation. The principle of objects conveyance supposes cardinally
oriented inclined air jets. By combining these orthogonal motion vectors, different planar trajectories
may be obtained. Specific MEMS technology was used to fabricate the array of nozzles used for
motion vector generation.
The sensorial system used in [13] was a video camera capable of up to 60 frames per second (fps).
Provided the fast Smart-Surface dynamics like travel times from border to border was under 100 ms as
well as the Firewire 1394 camera bus delay of 15 ms, it was considered as appropriate to upgrade the
existing system with a fast PSD by means of an optical beam splitter. The designed PSD system and
the first calibration results are presented in the paper. The tracking of a trajectory is depicted, showing
positive results.
The paper is structured into five sections. After this first introductory part, Section 2 describes the
PSD device and the specific signals conditioning. Section 3 presents the PSD calibration and tracking
algorithm based on the four specific PSD signals in referential conditions, and the tracking
mathematical calculus. Section 4, called Experiments with a Smart-Surface, describes the Smart-Surface
structure, the experimental setup and the data processing results along with a comparative discussion.
The conclusions part finalizes the paper by pointing out some future work directions like the
closed-loop control.
2. PSD Device and Signal Conditioning
The PSD is a silicon optical device which has the capacity to convert an incident light spot position
into a series of analogue signals. The property to generate continuous data represents the basic feature
and advantage of a PSD. According to surface structure, the PSD detectors may be divided into two
classes: segmented or isotropic. The segmented detectors are made of independent elements and
require broader light spots. For instance four-quadrant photodiodes are commonly used in atomic force
microscopy position control feedback. The isotropic PSDs consist of a single active element and are
based on the lateral photovoltaic effect. Depending on the patterned electrodes, the isotropic PSDs are
divided into two sub-classes: linear and two-dimensional. The latter category is manufactured either
with four pins (two anodes and two cathodes) or with five pins (one cathode and four anodes).The
isotropic PSDs show a very good continuity (no dead spaces) and are robust with respect to the spot
size and the image focusing. All types of PSDs show very fast response times, in the microsecond
range. Other important features are their good resolution and linearity over a wide range of
light intensities.
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Figgure 1. PSD
D unit Hamaamatsu S5990-01, dataasheet from [5].

In Figuree 1 the consstructive deetails regardding distinctt sensing ellectrodes arre presented
d. The outpuut
a
analogue
siggnals depennd on the distance betw
ween the corrners and thhe light spot position (m
more exactlly
thhe position refers to thhe centre of the incidennt spot light)). The PSD primary siggnal processsing involvees
s
signal
ampliification, annalog-to-diggital converssion and callculation ussing standard formulae like the onees
d
described
inn Equations (1–3).
We usedd a commerrcial Hamam
matsu PSD
D unit modeel no. S59990-01 featuuring a two--dimensional
2
s
square
4 × 4 mm seensing area,, as depicteed in Figurre 1. The manufacturrer formulaa for the x--y
c
coordinates
of a laser orr LED spot focused onn the surfacee is:

scale equations
e
th
he same (aapprox. 12 pt)
2

(11)
(22)

where L is the side off the squaree (4.5 mm)) and I1 to I4 are the values of tthe four an
w
node currennts
(see Figure 1).
Figure 2. The PSD
D electronicc circuit scheematics.
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An electronic circuit with four transimpedance amplifiers has been designed (Figure 2) to convert
and amplify the I1 to I4 signals. It is based on a single-stage schematic featured with low noise and low
bias currents op-amps (type OPA111). The output signals are:
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where R are the feedback resistances which, in our case took two values: 2.2 MΩ (jumper off) for a
high gain or 446 KΩ (jumper on) for a lower gain. This two-stage gain was implemented due to the
initial uncertainty related to the received amount on light. The reported results in the following
sections are all recorded with the high gain.
The complete and custom-manufactured PSD circuit can be seen in Figure 3. The system includes
the PSD sensor (front view), the amplifier circuit, four jumpers for the High/Low gain selection, the
batteries and an On/Off switch. The C mounting ring insures the device adaptation to the optical axis.
The device electrical source was composed of two embedded 9V DC rechargeable batteries providing
over 10 hours autonomy. They have been embedded in order to get the best achievable EMF noise
protection—a critical aspect for such low amplitude signals.
Figure 3. The custom-made PSD circuit featuring a C-mount standard ring and an
embedded electrical supply.

3. PSD Calibration Algorithm
Unlike the typical applications where a light spot is focused on the PSD surface, the actual system
was designed to work in the diffuse reflectivity mode, where the object is projected over the PSD
surface like in the schematic shown in Figure 4. Under epi-illumination, the white matt object will
appear very bright against the highly reflective silicon Smart-Surface which shall appear dark. Despite
that contrast, the actual amount of incident light returned to the PSD is very small, with the resulting
currents ranging around 0.1 µA, depending on the object reflectivity and on the lens f-ratio. Therefore,
we chose a stroboscopic lighting based on a monostable circuit, which, as will be shown, successfully
improves the signal-to noise ratio. The monostable circuit has been designed with the classic NE555,
an integrated circuit suitable for a panel of timer applications and basically operating by charging and
discharging an external RC network.
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Figuree 4. The opptical elemeents of the PSD
P
system
m operatingg in diffuse reflectivity
y mode.
The beeam splitterr and the CC
CD camera are
a for calib
bration purpposes.

There aree four steps to get the calibrated
c
x--y position (Figure
(
5(a))): the initiaal current-to
o-voltage annd
a
analog-to-di
igital conveersion, a low-level calibration,
c
the converrsion formuula and th
he secondarry
c
calibration.
The low levvel PSD callibration suupposes equ
ualizing the VOUT_1 to VOUT_4 signaals. That is to
t
b performeed over a flaat gray surfa
be
face with thee stroboscop
pic lightingg on and by adjusting th
he offset annd
s
slope
param
meters. Figurre 5(b) show
ws the dediccated interfface which allowed
a
thee manually equalizing
e
o
of
thhe four raw
w signals.
Figuree 5. The callibration preecedure: (a) shows thee conversionn sequence block diagrram (b)
shows the initial calibration
c
w
window
of the four raw
w PSD signnals, (c) shows the raw plot of
the fouur PSD signnals as welll as the strooboscopic digital
d
impuulse train (d) contains the
t raw
x&y chharts and (ee) is the finaal x-y graph of filtered values
v
(the PSD spot).
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After thee raw signaals calibratiion, the deevice is reaady to acquuire the x-yy data by applying thhe
f
formulas
(1––2). This x--y data are however noot reliable yet
y because they requirre further calibration by
b
m
means
of a reference
r
caamera or byy positioningg the objectt to a set off precisely kknown placees. We chosse
thhe first soluution, the reeference possition beingg provided by
b a cameraa connected to the samee optical lenns
b means off a beamspllitter. The x-y
by
x signals calibration involve adjjusting a gaain parametter and som
me
o
offset
and rootation paraameters betw
ween the tw
wo coordinaate axis systtems of the PSD and off the camerra.
T formulaa which provviding the final,
The
f
correccted xC-yC co
oordinates, is:
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cos
sin

sin
cos
c

(44)

where x andd y are the raaw coordinaates provideed by Equattions (1–2),, G is an adj
w
djusting slop
pe parameteer,
x0 and y0 aree the translation offsett parameters and φ is the
t rotationn angle betw
ween the tw
wo coordinatte
s
systems.
The identificaation of thesse four paraameters actin
ng in Equattion (4) is pperformed in
nitially once,
b arbitrarilyy displacingg the objectt in two diaggonal pointts and by recording thee x-y PSD co
by
oordinates as
a
w as the correspondding CCD camera
well
c
imaages referen
nce xR-yR cooordinates, resulting th
hus a simplle
s
system
of foour equations with fouur unknownns (x0, y0, G and φ). The
T referencce xR-yR coo
ordinates arre
TM
c
calculated
u
under
Matlabb by appllying simple centroid functions
f
too the recordeed CCD im
mages (furtheer
d
details
are provided in Section
S
4).
The form
mulas (1–2) and (4) havve been impplemented in a Simulinnk model ass shown in Figure 6 annd
d
deployed
onn a dSPACE
E data acquuisition and control boaard. The PS
SD instantanneous coord
dinates xC-yyC
a thus com
are
mputed in real
r
time, allowing
a
fasst object traacking. As said, the syystem uses stroboscopiic
liighting whhich is gennerated by the same dSPACE
d
system. Finnally, the eexternal cam
mera is alsso
s
synchronize
d with the algorithm,
a
b connectiing a digital port of thee dSPACE machine to
by
o the external
trrigger inputt of the cam
mera. The results are preesented in th
he next secttion.
Figuree 6. The Sim
mulink moddel for posiition sensing
g, embeddeed into the rreal time dS
SPACE
board. The PSD_Conv blockk contains thhe formulas (1), (2) andd (4).
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4. Experiments with a Smart-Surface
The Smart-Surface is a pneumatic device conceived for small objects manipulation by using the air
levitation. The device array is a 9 mm × 9 mm square and is composed by 8 × 8 pneumatic
micro-conveyors. A micro-conveyor has four nozzles able to generate inclined air-jets in the four
cardinal directions. An object of small weight and small dimensions, can be conveyed to a desired
position with intermittent air-flow pulses of a pre-adjustable pressure up to 20 kPa [13]. The used
experimental object is a disk of 3.5 millimetres diameter and 12 milligrams weight. These physical
features were chosen from dynamic considerations.
Figure 7(a) shows the main elements of the application. The camera model is an IEEE 1394 bus
AVT Guppy model equipped with a 1/2” (6.4 × 4.8 mm2) monochrome sensor. The focusable TV lens
specifications are: 12.5–75 mm, f/1.8, C-mount. The equivalent system focal length is however altered
because of the added beamsplitter cube of 38 mm. The Smart-Surface and its corresponding object are
presented in Figure 7(b). The scene is epi-illuminated with a number of 24 high efficiency 5 mm white
LEDs positioned in three parallel rows. The camera source image through the optical system is shown
in Figure 7(c). This is the acquired image which is processed to get reference coordinates.
Figure 7. Smart-Surface and sensory system. (a) General system view. (b) Zoom of the
Smart-Surface. (c) Camera capture.

The Smart-Surface is lighted by strobed pulses; their higher intensity leading to better signal-to-noise
ratios. To determine the light pulses optimum fill factor (FF), or duty cycle, which is the ratio of the
pulse duration to the total period, it is necessary to evaluate the dispersion of the PSD measurement
points with the variation of this parameter. Figure 8 shows the numerical dispersion results in terms of
root mean square (RMS) values corresponding to DC (direct current) and to a series of fill factors
ranging from 1:3 to 1:11. During experiments the average (light and dark) supply current was kept to
the nominal value of 0.27 A. The net improvement in terms of effective bits resolution is
straightforward. We may observe that fill factor FF = 1:11 provide the best results with a
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ccorrespondinng RMS vaalue of 5.8 µm. Howevver, we may notice a saturation
s
aabove FF = 1:11. Betteer
e
effective
ressolutions coould be probbably achievved only by upgrading the lightingg ring intenssity.
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Figuree 8. Spot diispersion rooot mean sqquare (RMS
S) under diffferent Fill F
Factor (FF)) strobe
lightinng conditionns. The expeerimental points are marked
m
with crosses. Thhe RMS values are
represented numeerically andd graphicallyy (the correesponding circle
c
radiuss). All unitss are in
mm. The
T LED average
a
currrent has beeen kept constant to thhe nominal value of 0.27
0
A.
Strobee light pulsee was kept constant
c
(0.33 ms) whiile the dark period wass varied in order
o
to
tune thhe FF. The PSD system
m resolutionn expressed in effectivee bits is starrting from 8.5
8 bits
(continnuous or DC
C lighting) and
a saturatiing towardss 10.6 bits (F
FF = 1:11).

For the following
f
exxperiments we selectedd a lighting
g strobe freqquency of 5500 Hz and
d a fill factoor
F = 1:6. The
FF
T slowerr camera trrigger has been confi
figured for a frame raate of 33.3
3 fps, whicch
c
corresponds
to an imagge acquisitioon every 155 light shotss. The dSPA
ACE Simuliink has beeen configureed
−4
w a sampple period of
with
o 10 s, which
w
meanss a number of three daata samples for every 0.33
0
ms lighht
im
mpulse. Figgure 9 show
ws the typiccal
eforms. As may
m be obsserved from
m the zoomeed
_ … input wave
F
Figure
9(b), the curves are slightlyy transient; therefore,
t
on
nly the 3rd measuremeent point (in
n bold case in
i
thhe figure) iss selected foor the x-y coonversion, the
t other po
oints being ignored
i
by tthe tracking
g algorithm.
As statedd, the camerra acquisitioon period iss of 30 ms, precisely trriggered eacch 15th ligh
ht pulse. Thhe
f
frames
are recorded
r
inndividually and processsed off-line for evaluuation under Matlab™
™. The imagge
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pprocessing consists
c
of two steps. First, the accquired imaage is thressholded to gget a binary
y image. Thhe
v
value
of the threshold is
i the mediaan value bettween the in
ntensity of the
t backgroound and thee intensity of
o
thhe object. Then,
T
the object
o
is traacked using a binary-laarge object (BLOB) exxtraction ap
pproach. Thhe
p
position
of the
t center of
o the objectt is computted as the ceentroid of thhe BLOB to get accurate sub-pixel
p
position.
Thhe obtained frames
f
are displayed
d
liike in Figuree 10.
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Figuree 9. (a) Thhe PSD fouur typical raaw waveforrms. Strobeed pulses sttart on the falling
edges. (b) Zoom of
o the acquiired wavefoorms, during
g a light imppulse.

Figuree 10. Consttruction of the
t referencce trajectory
y using imagge recordingg every 30 ms
m and
subseqquent off-linne processinng.

Figure 111 displays thhe superpossed datasetss issued from
m both the PSD and thhe camera. The
T imposeed
trrajectory is of an inverrted ”L” shaape, brief airr bursts bein
ng applied in
i –Y then ––X direction
n. The object
a
acceleration
n is slower than its deeceleration. A linearity
y deviationn of ~5° caan be noticed, which is
s
somehow
faair for this tyype of pneuumatic actuaation [13]. The
T superpoosition of thhe two trajecctories show
ws
a very goodd agreemennt. The x and
a y errorrs are inferior to 50 µm,
µ
as shoown in Figu
ure 12. Thhis
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ccorresponds to a relatiive error of less thann 1.5% over the entiree measurem
ment range, making thhe
m
method
highhly suitable for further closed-loopp application
ns.
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Figuree 11. The suuperpositionn of PSD annd camera trrajectories shows
s
a veryy good corrrelation.

Figuree 12. Plot of
o the absolute x and y errors related to thee trajectory of the Figu
ure 11.
The maximum
m
errror is less thhan 50 µm.

5 Conclusioons and Peerspectives
5.
Position sensitive deetectors (PS
SDs) are annalogue optiical sensorss featuring fast respon
nse times annd
s
simple
electtronic circuiitry. These devices havve been used
d in a varioous applicatiions ranging
g from spacce
n
navigation
t surgery, all
to
a involvinng a laser orr other direect light spoots projectedd over the PSD
P
surface.
T proposeed approachh consisted of
The
o a rather different
d
and
d indirect mode,
m
by foccusing the reflected lighht
isssued from a diffuse-reeflectivity obbject on a PS
SD, whose object
o
coorddinates coulld be thus ev
valuated.
The designed system
m is considdered as a replacemen
nt for the expensive
e
ccameras traacking single
o
objects
of goood contrasst and fast dynamics.
d
Some typicaal applications suitable for the desiigned system
m
c be founnd in microrrobotics. Too test the performance
can
p
e of this kinnd of sensoor for micro
orobotics, we
w
h
have
made a comparatiive analysiss between a precise bu
ut slow videeo camera aand a custo
om-made faast
P
PSD
system
m applied to
t the traccking of a diffuse-refflectivity obbject transpported by a pneumatiic
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microconveyor called Smart-Surface. The fast system dynamics prevented until now the full control of
the smart surface by visual servoing, unless using a very expensive high frame rate camera.
The system consisted of a PSD plus its battery supply and low noise signal conditioning circuitry,
all embedded in a single case provided with a universal C-mount adapter. An optical beamsplitter was
mounted between the PSD and the focusable objective provided an additional optical port for a
reference camera. Because of the small amount of effectively returned light, a stroboscopic lighting
system has been designed in order to enhance the system resolution. The system was controlled and
synchronized by a dSPACE real time acquisition and processing unit.
The tests were performed at a framerate of 500 fps for the PSD and confronted with a slower
reference camera of 33.3 fps. The calibration procedure was linear, involving the adjustment of gain,
slope and rotation angle. There has been found a good agreement between the PSD and the camera
trajectories, the maximum relative error being less than 1.5% over the measurement range. Using
strobed light, the detection resolution dropped to 6µm RMS.
The results demonstrate the suitability of the PSD system for the closed-loop control. Several
perspectives arise. Provided sensing algorithm simplicity, the associated control could be deployed
on the same basic microcontroller unit, thus resulting a completely-embedded system. The Hamamatsu
S5990-01 response time is of 1 µs, faster frame rates are thus readily achievable. A better
concentrated, higher intensity lighting source of 980 nm wavelength would further improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. Several other enhancements could be performed such as an automatic gain
control (AGC) for the input signals and a semi-automated, assisted x-y calibration procedure. By using
a quadratic (or a higher order) polynomial calibration or a look-up table interpolation [9], the net
accuracy is expected to increase by a factor of 10. Over that value several other limitations arise such
as the lens distortion, the finite reference camera resolution (subpixel algorithms required), the
electronic noise (better lighting and reflectivity, additional filters), the surface property (avoiding dust
particle contamination of PSD and scene) etc.
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